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Abstract 

Biological ontologies can be used to classify basic terms in biological domains and 

relations between them. They can also be used as the foundation for interoperability 
between systems, as community reference and as well as for searching, integration 
and biological data exchange.  

Developing ontologies is not easy and most of the time the end result is incomplete 

or inconsistent. In many cases, such developed ontologies although useful, result into 
problems when used in semantically-enabled applications. This led to drawing wrong 
conclusions or failing to see the correct ones. To deal with these problems ontologies 
need to be repaired. Till today much of the work has been done on searching and 
repairing the semantic flaws like unsatisfiable concepts and inconsistent ontologies.  

In this thesis our goal in particular is to find the missing structural relations (is–a 
hierarchy) between different concepts in ontologies. These concepts are extracted by 
matching different patterns like Hearst or Hyponymy patterns. Furthermore, the 
patterns are either noun phrases or the subclasses within a class of patterns.  

Moreover, we also apply external knowledge such as PubMed to validate the missing 
is-a relations between concepts found by the algorithm using Hearst and Hyponymy 
patterns through the documents provided by PubMed. The validation provides us the 
path to conclude the correctness of our developed algorithm.  

 

Key words: Biological domains, interoperability, structural relations, Hearst &     

                        Hyponymy patterns, PubMed. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
 

The Semantic Web is an emerging development of the World Wide Web (WWW) in 
which the meaning of information on the web is defined [1]. World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) co-founder and director Tim Berners-Lee conceived the term and 
defined as [5].  
 

“The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web in which 
information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to 
work in cooperation.” 

 

In the current scenario, the main objective is to facilitate different research 
communities to share such well-defined meanings to information among each other. 

The assumptions behind the goal are, once the information has well-defined 
meaning, it can be effectively searched and retrieved, can be shared among different 
parties, and can be used as a base to derive new knowledge. 
 

Semantic web shares this vision by current trends in Knowledge Management [6] in 
particular as well as by knowledge–based information systems in general.  
Applications in this area are experiencing extreme interest due to the rapid growth in 
the use of the Web, together with the modernization and renewal of information 

content technologies. The Semantic Web is observed as an integrator across different 
content in information applications and systems, and provides mechanisms for the 
realization of Enterprise Information Systems.  
 

1.2 Semantic Mapping on Ontologies 
 

Today’s contents available on the web are designed for human consumption [2], 
which are not favorable for automatic information processing by software mediators. 

Semantic Web can contribute in changing this situation through the use of ontologies 
which will be helpful in order to mark up contents on the web. This will make 
information processing easier for software mediators and open the door for many 
new web-based applications.  
 
Moreover, personal software mediators will be able to have a quick look of the web 

content by keeping track of the user ’s relevant information and go beyond the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_Berners-Lee
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keyword searches. Queries can be answered by gathering information from multiple 

web-pages. So, the question arises what ontology is? The answer is as follows.  
 

1.2.1 Ontology 
 

Several different definitions for ontologies exist, but the word ontology means the 
philosophical study of the nature of existence, reality or being. In computer science 
domain researchers borrowed it and use in different contexts till date. One of the 
best known definitions is [7].  
 

“Ontology is an explicit specification of the shared conceptualization.” 
 

Key points in the definition need further elaboration. “Conceptualization” means 

looking for an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world that identifies the 
appropriate concepts of that phenomenon. “Explicit” refers that the type of concepts 
used and the constraints on their use need to be defined explicitly. “Shared” reflects 
the notion that ontology captures agreed knowledge, that is, it should not be 
restricted to some individual but should be accepted by a group [2]. 
 

1.2.2 Biological Ontologies 

 

Biologists require the ability to employ biological information from various different 
sources, and be competent enough to integrate this information in order to make 
biologically meaningful discoveries. The increase in types of biological data, storage in 

many and dissimilar biological databases, using different accessions, and annotated 
with conflicting expressions have made it difficult for the average biologist to identify 
and consistently query biological data.  
 

Recent years have seen a growing trend towards the adoption of ontologies for 
managing biological knowledge. Ontologies represent a powerful means to analyse 
and incorporate biological data. Their successful utilization is dependent upon large 
community usage [8]. 
 

1.3 Problem Statement 
 

Developing ontologies is not easy and most of the time the end result comes up with 
incomplete or inconsistent ontologies. In many cases, such developed ontologies 
although useful, result into problems when used in semantically-enabled applications 
[9]. This led to drawing wrong conclusions or failing to see the correct ones. To deal 
with these problems ontologies need to be repaired. Today most work has been done 
on finding and repairing the semantic defects in ontologies [9]. One kind of modeling 

defect is identification of missing structural relations (is–a hierarchy) which is the goal 
of this thesis. 
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1.4 Goal 
 

In this thesis our goal in particular is to find the missing structural relations (is –a 
hierarchy) between different concepts in ontologies. These concepts are  extracted by 
matching different patterns like Hearst or Hyponymy. Furthermore, the patterns are 
either noun phrases or the subclasses within a class of patterns .    
 

1.5 Methodology 
 

The initial phase was to study research articles published about Lexico-Syntactic 
patterns (Hearst & hyponymy) which can be helpful in extracting concepts. This is 

done by classifying the patterns as noun phrases and subclasses. Next these patterns 
were used to find the missing structural relations between concepts in ontologies by 
matching the lines containing Hearst & hyponymy patterns with the concepts. The 
pattern lines are divided into two parts i.e. text before and after pattern. Then each 
part is matched with concepts in ontology file. Exact or approximate matching 
approach can be used. If they matched successfully then missing is-a relation is 
suggested. Lastly, the task was to evaluate the system by considering different 

perspectives. 
 

1.6 Solution 
 

We start first by downloading ontology related documents from PubMed. PubMed is 
online repository of biomedical documents. We are going to examine missing 
relations in biomedical ontologies, so PubMed is the most suitable place to find the 
ontologies related documents. After that we extract those lines from the downloaded 
document which contain the Hearst and Hyponymy patterns. The patterns are either 

noun phrases or the subclasses within a class of patterns.  
 

Based on the results, concepts are extracted which are bound by Hearst or Hyponymy 
patterns and helps in finding the word permutation. Word permutation is a technique 
in which we try to change the sequence of words in string, in order to find the best 
match. Moreover, the extracted word permutations are matched with the ontology 
file in order to get the relevant concepts and sub concepts in classes or subclasses.  
 

Matching is done in two different ways either exact matching (minimum results) or 

approximate matching (maximum results) depending on the scenario of finding 
missing is–a relations. In addition, external knowledge will be applied from domain 
expert in order to validate the structural defects found by the developed algorithm  
using patterns through PubMed documents .    
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1.7 Thesis Organization 
 

The thesis is organized as follows: 
 

Chapter 1 provides general introduction about the semantic web, mapping on 
ontologies, ontology, biological ontologies, problem statement, project goal, 
methodology and solution.  

Chapter 2 gives the overall theoretical background of ontologies, components, 

classification, Web Ontology Language (OWL), biomedical ontologies such as (OBO), 
commonly used ontologies such as (GO, MeSH, Anatomy), biomedical ontologies 
usage. 

Chapter 3 puts light on Lexico-Syntactic (such as Hearst and Hyponymy) Patterns, 

describe extraction of semantic relationships and an example system i.e. KNOWITALL 
system, evaluation measures (precision and recall) and methods used for its 
improvement. 

Chapter 4 presents the use of domain knowledge such as PubMed, introduction 

about MEDLINE, overview of U.S National Library of Medicine (NLM), searching 
PubMed (by author, by journal title etc), Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) database, 
and Entrez Programming Utilities (E-Utilities). 

Chapter 5 talks about implementation, framework design (ontology loading, 
download abstract from PubMed, Pattern extraction & concept matching), control 

flow graph, message sequence diagram, Implementation details, function description 
and list of Hearst & Hyponymy patterns. 

Chapter 6 presents evaluation of the system, evaluation procedure, evaluation of 
results and discusses the obtained results.  

Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and discusses possible future work.  
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Chapter 2 

2 Ontologies 

2.1 Ontology 
 

Ontology has emerged as a significant research area in the field of computer science 
at the start of the 21st century. The word “ontology” means the philosophical study of 

the nature of existence, reality or being. Several different definitions of ontology exist 
[10].  
 

Neches and colleagues in 1991 presented definition of ontology as: 
 

“Ontology defines the basic terms and relations in a domain of interest as well as the 
rules that are helpful in combining these terms and relations.” 
 

In 1993, Gruber comes forward with new definition of ontology. In his vision: 
 

“Ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization.”  
 

Research in this field has been started to a larger extent and in 1997, Borst slightly 
modified Gruber’s definition and come up with the new one as follows:  
 

“Ontologies are defined as a formal specification of the shared conceptualization.”  
 

Each definition emphasizes on the basic idea of conceptualization that a person or a 
group of people can perceive. Literature and ontology community mostly quote 
Gruber’s definition because his definition paved the way of proposing many different 
ontology definitions. Ontologies are believed to be a significant technology for the 
Semantic Web which gives a general expression over a domain to people and 
organizations for communication. 
 

In addition, ontologies can be considered in explicit construction of the information 

sources content and as a foundation for joining the information sources [11]. 
Moreover, they also provide data sources authentication and division of domain 
knowledge from application–specific knowledge. Ontology usage in this way has 
many merits such as improvement in maintainability, maintenance, reuse, sharing, 
and reliability [12].  
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Taken as a whole, ontologies guide to more efficient and effective information 

handling of a particular field as well as their better understanding. In order to 
understand the concept more clearly let’s take an example. 
 
Figure 2-1 shows two ontology segments of same domain having information about 
small intestine from different ontologies, Adult Mouse Anatomy (MA) and Medical 
Subject Headings (MeSH). In MA, symbol I signifies is–a relationship and symbol P 

signifies part–of relationships. In MeSH, symbol – indicates both the relationships. A 
dotted line in the figure which connects different terms in MA and MeSH represents 
equal terms in both ontologies. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2-1: Two example ontologies 

 

The idea about ontologies exists earlier, but their use and research about them has 
appeared as an important topic during last ten years. Nowadays their use has grown 

significantly. In order to retain this pace, more and more international cooperation in 
research is needed in order to develop biological ontologies. Researchers are busy in 
figuring out different methods and tools that should support ontology engineering.  In 
this regard, a Gene Ontology consortium was created in 1998 by the joint effort of 
database builders which are concerned with implementing systems for different 
organisms.  
 

The objective of Gene Ontology (GO) was to produce a well-defined, structured, 

common and dynamically controlled vocabulary that explains genes role and proteins 
in all living beings and still GO is busy in achieving this objective. The start of Open 
Biomedical Ontologies was another big achievement, a range of web addresses for 
ontologies used within genomics and proteomics domains [13].  
 

OBO member ontologies are needed to be publically available, well-documented, 
common written syntax, orthogonal to each other, has clearly specified content, uses 

 Small Intestine                                                                        Intestine, Small 

      Brunner's Gland                                                                  – Duodenum   

           Duodenum                   – Ampulla of Vater 

           Ileum                          – Sphincter of Oddi 

           Jejunum                    – Brunner Glands 

      Crypt of Lieberkuhn              – Ileum 

      Mesentery                         – Ileum valve  

           mesoduodenum                  – Meckel Diverticulum 

      small intestine peyer's patch                          – Jejunum 

               Small intestine–MA                                                           Small intestine–MeSH 
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clearly defined relations which follows the pattern of definitions mentioned in the 

OBO relation ontology, has procedures for identifying distinct successive versions, has 
plurality of independent users , have exclusive identifier space as well as have textual 
definitions [11]. 

2.2 Ontology Components 
 

Ontological engineering was born with the promise of reusability, integration, and 
interoperability [16]. Today several different ontologies are available which differ in 

presenting information regardless of the language. However, they can have more or 
less the same components when talked with the perspective of knowledge 
presentation. The major components are as follows: [11] 
 

2.2.1 Concepts 

 

Concepts can be defined as either extension or an intension. In the light of extension, 
concepts are abstract groups, sets or collection of objects. Intension defines them as 
abstract objects which are defined by values of aspects that are constraints to 
become a member of the class in a domain. They can be organized in taxonomies 
which are often based on is–a or part–of relation as shown in figure 2 –1. 
 

2.2.2 Instances 

 

Instances are the basic ground level components of ontology, which describe the real 
entities. Strictly speaking, instances are often not part of the ontologies, but generally 

speaking, one of the purposes of ontology is to provide a means of classifying 
instances, even those instances which are not explicitly the part of ontology. 
 

2.2.3 Relations 

 

Relations between objects in ontology specify how objects are related to other 
objects. Typically a relation specifies how the object is related to the other object in 
the ontology. For instance, one type is specialization relationships and others are 
partitive relationships.  
 

2.2.4 Axioms 

 

Axioms are used to describe facts in ontology topic area that always come up with 
true outcome. Axioms can be domain restrictions, cardinality restrictions or 
disjointness restrictions.  
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2.3 Ontology Classification  
 

Ontology classification can be based on components and the information they 
contain about the components. Controlled vocabulary is the simplest ontology which 
provides important concepts list. Grouping of these concepts in is–a hierarchy, results 
into taxonomy. Thesaurus, to some extent is a more complicated type of ontology in 
which concepts are organized in the form of a graph in which arcs are used to 
represent set of relations. Knowledge bases are also used for the representation of 
ontologies which are often logic based [11].  
 

A variety of informal and strictly formal representation languages are available which 
can be used in order to represent ontology and its components [17]. Generally 
speaking, use of more formal representation language ensures less ambiguity in the 
ontology and is more liable to implement functionality correctly. Moreover, formal 
representation increases the chance for inter-operation. On the other hand, informal 
languages hard-wired the ontology content in the application whereas, formal 

languages do not have this case because of well-defined semantics. However, it is 
difficult task to build ontologies using formal languages. 
 

Practically speaking, biological ontologies are frequently initiated as controlled 
vocabularies. Ontology builders more specifically domain experts concentrate on 
knowledge gathering and definitions agreeing whereas,  advanced representation to 
a larger extent as well as the functionality was a secondary need. On the other hand, 
few of the biological ontologies have gained higher maturity level and stability with 

respect to ontology engineering process. The next challenge for ontology developers 
is to investigate the aspects in terms of advanced representation formalisms and 
added functionality using which usefulness of the ontologies can be enhanced [11]. 
 

2.4 Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
 

Ontology languages let users write explicit, formal conceptualizations of domain 
models [18]. Web ontology language (OWL) is approved by World Wide Web  

Consortium (W3C) in order to fulfill this requirement. OWL is a group of knowledge 
representation languages for designing and making ontologies. The languages are 
described by formal semantics and RDF/XML-based serializations for the Semantic 
Web  [19]. The initial version OWL 1.1 was extended by the W3C working group with 
several new features and come up with the new version known as OWL 2. OWL is 
written in XML format.   
 

OWL was built on top of Resource Description Framework (RDF), a group of W3C  

specification designed as a metadata data model [20]. RDF shares the same classical 
conceptual modeling approaches such as Entity-Relationship or Class diagrams.   

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_representation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_representation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_representation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology_(computer_science)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formal_semantics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W3C
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2.5 Biomedical Ontologies  
 

Today several biological ontologies are available. They focus different areas of 
interest. The characterization is based on the type and description of biological 
knowledge, their purpose of use, generalization level and knowledge representation 
language. Some of the ontologies focus on specific things like protein functions, 
anatomy, pathways and organism development. Many of them fall under 
taxonomies, controlled vocabularies or thesauri but among them there exists 
ontologies that are knowledge bases and use some representation language such as 

OWL. In connection with generalization level ontologies may vary from higher level 
ontologies that describe general biological knowledge to ontologies that define 
selected aspects [11].  
 

2.5.1 Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) 

 

Open Biomedical Ontologies provides a range of web addresses that made available 
several ontologies for shared use across different biomedical domains. OBO uses 
SourceForgeCVS (Concurrent Version System) repository for storing ontologies, which 
are updated daily and keeps record of all changes [11].  
  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2-2: Adult mouse anatomy entry (OBO) 

 

Figure 2-2 shows an adult Mouse Anatomy entry in OBO syntax which represents a 
term small intestine (name) having an id MA: 0002696. The small intestine is a 

duodenum (id MA: 0000338), ileum (id MA: 0000339) and jejunum (id MA: 0000340). 
In addition, small intestine is a part of the abdomen (id MA: 0000029), the intestine 
(id MA: 0000328) and the abdomen organ (id MA: 0000522). OBO syntax, its 
extensions or OWL are the allowed representation formats for ontologies in OBO. 
OBO collection uses a common flat file format which is helpful in attaining human 
readability, parsing easiness, less redundancy in ontology files as well as ease of 

extensibility. Figure 2-3 has the same information which was previously described in 
OBO. 
    
 

[Term] 
id: MA:0002696 
name: small intestine 
is_a: MA:0000338 ! duodenum 
is_a: MA:0000339 ! ileum 

is_a: MA:0000340 ! jejunum 
relationship: part_of MA:0000029 ! abdomen  

relationship: part_of MA:0000328 ! intestine  
relationship: part_of MA:0000522 ! abdomen organ 
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Figure 2-3: OWL entry file 
 

2.5.2 Gene Ontology 

 

Gene Ontology (GO) consortium is a mutual endeavor  in order to deal with 

description need of gene products in different databases [22]. The prime target of GO 
Consortium is to generate a specifically defined, structured, universal and dynamic 
controlled vocabulary which illustrates the genes and proteins roles in all organisms. 
Biological process, molecular function and cellular component are the three self-
sufficient domains currently available under the umbrella of GO ontology [22].  
 

These days many sources of biological data are explained with GO terms which are 
accessible through OBO. The GO structure forms a directed acyclic graph where 

terms are assembled as nodes with terms in same or in different domains.  
 

2.5.3 Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 

 

A controlled vocabulary Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) is developed by the U.S. 

National Library of Medicine with the overall objective of searching, indexing and 
cataloging biomedical and health-related information and documents [23]. Terms are 
arranged in a hierarchical structure which contains different categories like diseases, 

<owl:Class rdf: ID="MA:0002696"> 
     <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">small intestine</rdfs:label> 

     <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MA:0000338"/> 
     <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MA:0000339"/> 

     <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MA:0000340"/> 
     <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:Restriction> 

           <owl:onProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about ="#part_of"/> 
                  </owl:onProperty> 

                  <owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource="#MA:0000029"/> 
            </owl:Restriction> </rdfs:subClassOf> 
     <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:Restriction> 
           <owl:onProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about ="#part_of"/> 
                  </owl:onProperty> 

                  <owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource="#MA:0000328"/> 
            </owl:Restriction> </rdfs:subClassOf> 

     <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:Restriction> 
           <owl:onProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about ="#part_of"/> 

                  </owl:onProperty> 
                  <owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource="#MA:0000522"/> 

            </owl:Restriction> </rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
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organisms and anatomy. MeSH symbolizes both is–a and part-of relations through 

the use of the same relation. 
 

2.5.4 Anatomy 

 

Anatomy is a region where several different ontologies have been developed. OBO 

has many anatomy ontologies. It provides 35 different anatomy ontologies (July 
2010) and later has a separate category for anatomy. Ontologies in anatomy focus on 
different cell types, enzymes sources and organisms such as human, cereal, mouse, 
fungi etc. A separate ontology for plants has been developed known as plant 
anatomy ontology after deprecation of plant related ontologies from anatomy 
ontology.  
 

2.6 Biological Ontologies Usage 
 

Use of biological data sources in the form of ontologies gives us many advantages as 
mentioned before. The main objective is to use biological ontologies for describing 
data source, their integration, exchange and as  well as for community reference. 
Ontologies are used by many data sources for annotating their data entries. Tool 

support is also available for the explanation of data sources and for annotation 
prediction of their entries. These annotations can be used by search engines in order 
to get extra information regarding ontology search.  
 

Use of ontologies is also beneficial in the case of ontology –based search. Information 
sources can use ontology as an index to the information. Terms in the ontology can 
be used for a query after browsing the ontology by the user. PubMed is indexed by 
the use of MeSH and GOPubMed [30] provides a platform through which GO 

connects with the PubMed. Query refining and expansion can be done by modifying 
the query terms to more general terms in the hierarchy of concepts in order to get 
maximum results.  
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Chapter 3 

3 Lexico-Syntactic Patterns 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Conventional rule-based recognition applications typically depend on a small set of 
patterns for recognizing the appropriate entities in text. Though, the identification of 
ontological concepts and/or relations requires a somewhat different strategy. An 
approach to conventional methods is the use of linguistic patterns and contextual 
evidences. Lexico-syntactic patterns have verified to be logically successful for 
different number of tasks. [29]  
 

Ontology instantiation (also known as ontology population) is considered to be the 

critical part of knowledge base creation and maintenance which facilitates us to 
relate text to ontologies. This instantiation provides a customized ontology related to  
our concerned data and domain on one hand, and a richer ontology which can be 
used for a variety of semantic web-related tasks such as knowledge management, 
information retrieval, question answering, and semantic desktop applications on the 
other hand.  
 

Ontology based information extraction (OBIE) is normally used to perform automatic 

ontology population. The procedure is to first identify the key terms in the text and 
then relate these terms to the concepts in ontology.  
 

3.2 Extracting Semantic Relationships 
 

The quantity of electronic documents is increasing day by day and more diversified 
documents are available on the web. An automatic extraction procedure is required 

in order to get useful information from them. Two different techniques can be used 
in order to extract terms and relations between them.  One technique is the 
unsupervised approach which needs term extraction module and few predefined 
types required to find relationships between terms in order to allocate suitable types 
to relationships. Automatic term recognition requires predefined term patterns, 
procedure of extraction and a filtering mechanism in order to throw out non-relevant 

nominees. 
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Unsupervised detection of term relationships is a more difficult task, reported in 

various fields including Computational Linguistics and Knowledge Discovery in Texts. 
Another technique is the supervised relation classification system which needs 
predefined Lexico-Syntactic patterns used to find patterns that belonged to the 
predefined relations.  
 

3.3 Lexico–Syntactic Patterns – Hearst Patterns  
 

The hierarchical is-a and part-of relations are the most popular relations because 
they form the main structure of the ontology. They can be regarded either at 
linguistic level (hyperonymy and meronymy) or at the ontological level (is–a and 
part–of). The idea about extracting patterns from corpora is not started today. 
Extraction of hyponymy patterns from corpora is extensively used. Patterns help in 
extracting variety of useful information. The pioneer in this field Marti A. Hearst1 

(1992 & 1998) proposed the idea that lexical patterns present in plain text can be 
used for automatic guessing of semantic relations. Consider the following example 
sentence (from Grolier’s Encyclopedia),    
 

“The bow lute, such as the Bambara ndang, is plucked and has an individual curved 
neck for each string” [34]. 
 

Her argument was, for native English speaker who has never came across the term  
Bambara ndang before, requires only small effort to understand that the Bambara 
ndang is a type of bow lute. The above example explains the possibility of identifying 

patterns that clearly show a semantic relationship between terms. So, the pattern X 
such as Y indicates that X is a hypernym of Y which is also true for the above example 
as bow lute is a hypernym of Bambara ndang.       
 

She identifies six Lexico-Syntactic patterns which indicate semantic relationships 
between two noun phrases (NP) shown in figure 3-1 [34].  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3-1: Hearst patterns 

 

 
1Marti A. Hearst Ph.D. Computer Science  
  Professor University of California, Berkeley 
  http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~hearst/  

    NP0 such as {NP1, NP2 …, (and|or)}NPn 

    such NP as {NP,}*{(or|and)}NP 
    NP {, NP}*{,} or other NP 
    NP {, NP}*{,} and other NP 

    NP; NP{,} including {NP,}*{(or|and)}NP 
    NP{,} especially {NP,}*{(or|and)}NP 
 

http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~hearst/
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The patterns identified by Hearst are used to automatically identify semantic 

relations between terms known as hyponym or hypernym. Many researchers used  
these patterns as a foundation for their work. Etizioni et al. (2004) used this idea and  
develop KNOWITALL system in order to extract names of countries, states, cities, 
films and actors etc. Alfonseca and Manandhar (2001) based their work on Hearst 
algorithm in order to improve WordNet by using first order predicate logic for the 
identification of hyponym-hypernym pairs. 
          

3.4 Lexico–Syntactic Patterns – Hyponymy 
 

Generally speaking, in a particular form only a small set of possible instances of 
hyponymy relations will appear which demands the use of patterns to a larger extent.  
The example below shows the general pattern design used to indicate the semantics 
of the Lexico-Syntactic construction. 

NP0 such as {NP1, NP2, …… (and|or)} NPn 

 
such that they imply 
 
for all NPi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, hyponym (NPi, NP0) 

 
Thus from above knowledge of Lexico-Syntactic construction the hyponym for the 
sentence is, 

hyponym (“Bambara ndang”, “bow lute”)  
 

Table 3-1 below shows the Lexico-syntactic patterns which indicate the hyponymy 
relations followed by different examples for rest of the patterns identified by Hearst.  

Pattern Example Hyponymy Relations 

such NP as {NP,}*{(or|and)}NP 
Body has such joints as hand, 
and elbow 

hyponym (“joint”, “hand”) 
hyponym (“joint”, “elbow”) 

NP {, NP}*{,} or other NP 
Wound, fracture or other 
injuries 

hyponym (“wound”, “injury”) 
hyponym (“fracture”, “injury”) 

NP {, NP}*{,} and other NP 
Temples, treasuries, and 
other important civic 
buildings 

hyponym (“temple”, “civic building”) 
hyponym (“treasury”, “civic building”) 

NP; NP{,} including 
{NP,}*{(or|and)}NP 

All mammals including 
human, and lion 

hyponym (“human”, “mammal”) 
hyponym (“lion”, “mammal”) 

NP{,} especially 
{NP,}*{(or|and)}NP 

Fastest running animals 
especially tiger, and horse 

hyponym (“tiger”, “fastest running 
animal”) 
hyponym (“horse”, “fastest running 
animal”) 

Table 3-1: Hyponymy relations against Hearst patterns 
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The discovered hyponym contains the noun phrases (NP) which are atomic units and 

need further analysis and decomposition. As in last example above in the table 3-1 
the complete noun phrase “fastest running animals” often creates a difficulty in using 
as a free text. Moreover, nouns usually occur in plural form and we usually need 
them as singular.          
 

3.5 KNOWITALL System 
 

A lot of work has been done in the area of information searching from the web. 
Manual searching of the web for the collection of large amount of data in a specific 
domain is a difficult process. In order to solve this problem a domain-independent 
system is needed. It should be able to support information extraction from the web in 
an automatic and scalable way. (Etzioni et. al 2004) describes KNOWITALL system as:  
 

“A domain-independent, automatic system used to extract facts, concepts and 
relationship from the web.”    
 

KNOWITALL system has the objective of automating the tedious process of 

information extraction from the web so that large collection of facts becomes 
possible. The system performs information extraction in two stages. Firstly, candidate 
facts (Hearst) are generated by utilizing domain-independent extraction patterns. 
Secondly, the validity of the extracted candidate facts is automatically tested by the 
system through Pointwise Mutual Information2 (PMI) statistics. A set of classes and 
relations are the only domain-dependent input that the system takes in order to 

make up its focus as well as domain-independent set of generic extraction patterns.  
 

The system starts with a bootstrap learning phase in which a set of generic extraction 
patterns into class-specific extraction rules is automatically instantiated by the 
system for every class in its focus. These rules are further used by the system in order 
to find a set of seed instances and utilize these seed for estimating conditional 
probabilities which are used by system’s Assessor module. 
 

After the bootstrap phase, the extractor module performs extraction of candidate 

instances from the web and the Assessor gives probability to each candidate. The 
system resources are re-allocated at every cycle. The main modules of the 
KNOWITALL system are as follows. 
 
 
 
 

 
2Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) or Specific Mutual Information is a measure of association in 
information theory and statistics.  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pointwise_mutual_information/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pointwise_mutual_information/
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3.5.1 Extractor 

 

Extraction patterns for each focus class are automatically instantiated by the 
extractor. Some domain-independent patterns were taken from the hyponym 
patterns of (Hearst 1992), whereas others were developed separately.  
 

3.5.2 Search Engine Interface  

 

The system uses extraction rules to prepare queries automatically. A query related 
with each rule is composed of rule’s keyword. The system generates a limited 
number of queries per minute to avoid overloading of the search engine which 

becomes a major bottleneck. 
 

3.5.3 Assessor 

 

The system assesses the correctness of the extractor through the use of statis tics 

which are calculated by querying search engines. For this purpose, Pointwise Mutual 
Information (PMI) is used between words and phrases by the assessor which is 
approximated from search engine hit counts. The Assessor calculates the PMI 
between each extracted instance.  
 

3.6 Evaluation Measures 
 

3.6.1 Precision 

 

Precision measures how many of the mapping suggestions were correct. It is defined 
as. [39] 
  

“The number of correct suggestions divided by the number of suggestions.”  
 

3.6.2 Recall 

 

Recall measures how many of the correct mappings are found by the alignment 
algorithm. It is defined as. [39]  
 

“The number of correct suggestions divided by the number of correct mappings.” 
 

3.7 Improvement in KNOWITALL Recall 
 

Different methods were used to enhance the recall and extraction rate while 
maintaining high precision. This improvement helps in extracting more members of 
large classes. Following are the three distinct methods were used for improvement.  
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3.7.1 Rule Learning (RL) 

 

Although typical extraction patterns perform well in the system, several best domain-
specific extraction rules did not go with a typical pattern. Rule Learning learns 
domain-specific rules and authorize accuracy of extracted instances. Table 3-2 shows 
the number of extractions generated by each rule as well as their overall precision.  

 
Rule Correct Extractions Precision 

the cities of <city> 5215 0.80 

headquartered in < city > 4837 0.79 

for the city of < city > 3138 0.79 

in the movie <film> 1841 0.61 

< film> the movie starring 957 0.64 

Movie review of <film> 860 0.64 

and physicist <scientist> 89 0.61 

Physicist <scientist>, 87 0.59 

<scientist>, a British scientist 77 0.65 

Table 3-2: Class rules, number of extractions and precision  
 

3.7.2 Subclass Extraction (SE) 

 

SE eases extraction by automatically identifying sub-classes of the class of interest 
and provides subclasses to the extractor. Extraction of subclasses reflects class 

instances extraction. Table 3-3 shows the rules for SE which is based on Hearst 
patterns.   
 

Patterns Extraction 

C1{“,”} ‘such as’ CN3 isA(CN, C1) 

‘such’ C1 ‘as’ CN isA(CN, C1) 
CN {“, ”} ‘and other’ C1 isA(CN, C1) 

CN {“, ”} ‘or other’ C1 isA(CN, C1) 
C1{“, ”} ‘including’ CN isA(CN, C1) 

C1{“, ”} ‘especially’ CN isA(CN, C1) 
C1 ‘and’ CN isA(CN, superclass(C1)) 

C1 {“,”} C2{“, ”} ‘and’ CN isA(CN, superclass(C1)) 

Table 3-3: Subclass extraction rules  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
3 CN refers to Common Noun which talks about a person, thing, and place.  
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The above rules are helpful in determining more subclasses. As for example table 3 -4 

displays many subclasses of scientist (such as microbiologist, sociologist) discovered 
by SE.   
 

Subclasses 

Zoologist Chemist 

Biologist Pharmacist 

Meteorologist Anthropologist 

Astronomer Climatologist 

Economist Psychologist 

Mathematician Neuropsychologist 
Sociologist Paleontologist 

Geologist Microbiologist 

Oceanographer Engineer 

Table 3-4: Subclasses for the class ‘scientist’  
 

3.7.3 List Extraction (LE) 

 

Many regularly-formatted lists are also available on the web which itemizes several 
class elements. LE finds class instances lists, learns a wrapper for each list, and uses 
that wrapper for extracting elements from the list.   
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Chapter 4 

4 MEDLINE PubMed 

4.1 Introduction 
 

Today, Medline is a literature database available for life sciences and biomedical 
information. The database provides information about almost every field such as 
nursing, medicine, dentistry etc as well as health care system. Irrespective of telling 

about the side effects of these fields, the database also covers complete biology  of all 
those fields which have no obvious medical connection like molecular evolution. 
 

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of the U.S National Library of 
Medicine (NLM) organized MEDLINE which can be accessed online through PubM ed 
and searchable with Entrez engine. 
 

4.2 United States National Library of Medicine (NLM) 
 

The U.S National Library of Medicine is the world’s largest medical research library  
which is under the control of U.S federal government. NLM has a collection of more 
than 3.5 million journals, books, technical reports, theses, photographs, and 
manuscripts. In 1836, it was launched as the library of the Army Surgeon General’s 
office. Development of many databases and indexes are on the credit of NLM such as 
Index Medicus (1879-2004), MEDLINE (since 1971) etc.    
 

4.3 PubMed 
 

PubMed is a bibliographic database which contains MEDLINE as its major subset.  
National Center for Biotechnology Information’s (NCBI) system, known as Entrez, 
brings PubMed in to existence and is also a part of National Library of Medicine 
(NLM). It can be searched through NLM website and also facilitates access to 
supplementary citations to life sciences journal outside MEDLINE. The database has a 

collection of more than 19 million citations for biomedical related literature from 
MEDLINE which have a unique PubMed Identifier (PMID). It provides the flexibility of 
using different query tools in order to refine search criteria for citations.  
 

The database also supports other database resources such as MeSH database, E-
utilities etc. for the searching of key terms and text documents. The NLM website has 
a user friendly interface for searching key terms in different resources such as 

http://www.wordiq.com/definition/National_Center_for_Biotechnology_Information
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literature, protein etc. Figure 4 -1 shows the main interface page of the site which 

makes the literature search for life sciences easier.    
 

 
Figure 4-1: NLM interface webpage for users  

 
The first field (a drop-down list) has a database selection menu which helps in 
choosing between PubMed and other Entrez databases. Search box is used to enter 
those terms for which the document is required.  
 

4.4 Searching PubMed 
 

Searching in PubMed is done by using an Automatic Term Mapping feature for terms 
specified in the search box. It first looks for the entered term as a subject in the MeSH 
Translation Table and in case of not finding any match looks into the journal 
Translation Table. If a match is found in MeSH Translation Table, PubMed stops 
further mapping.  

 

If no match is found then the PubMed breaks the search term and starts the process 
again until a match is found. Figure 4-2 below shows the search results of the query 
‘cardiovascular diseases’.  
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Figure 4-2: Search results for query ´cardiovascular diseases´ 

  
PubMed provides search details feature which is accessible through the result screen. 
This helps in understanding the query translation method of the PubMed. It also 
contains MeSH vocabulary terms mappings as well as PubMed query index mappings  
as depicted in figure 4-3. 
 

 
Figure 4-3: Search results and MeSH vocabulary  

 

PubMed facilitates different ways for document searching. Description about some of 

them is as follows. 
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4.4.1 By Author 

 

PubMed made it possible to search for document related to specific author. This can 
be done either by entering last name or by full name. Figure 4-4 shows 14 results 
which match the query based on author’s last name ‘Lambrix’. 
 

 
Figure 4-4: Author based query results 

 

4.4.2 By Journal Title 

 

Searching documents by journal title facilitates to find information about  specific 
journals. This can be done either by giving full journal name (molecular biology of the 

cell) or just the abbreviation (mol biol cell). Figure 4-5 shows the journal results 
against the query ‘molecular biology of the cell’. [36] 
 

Other methods include search by date, date range, limits (like species, gender, age) 
etc. 
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Figure 4-5: Journal results 

 

4.5 Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) Database 
 

A better term searching requires familiarity with the vocabulary because PubMed 
uses a controlled vocabulary (specific terms) for describing each art icle. Therefore, 

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) provides the authority list of vocabulary terms 
which is utilized for analysis of the biomedical literature and also for indexing journal 
articles of MEDLINE. Using MeSH database we are able to locate and select MeSH 
terms which includes headings, subheadings, and publication types, supplementary 
concept terms having substance names and pharmacological action terms.  
 

The vocabulary structure is based on sixteen different branches like anatomy, 
organisms, diseases, chemical and drugs etc. Figure 4-6 shows the description of 

various parts of the results obtained for the query term ‘Osteoarthritis’. It shows the 
definition of the concept, details about MeSH terms including subheadings, MeSH 
major topic, synonyms of the query term and the tree structure of the search term.   
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Figure 4-6: MeSH database results 

 

4.6 Entrez Programming Utilities (E-Utilities) 
 

Entrez is defined as  an integrated, text-based search and retrieval system used by 
NCBI for key databases such as PubMed, Nucleotide and Protein Sequences, Protein 
Structures, Complete Genomes, Taxonomy, and others. Figure 4-7 below shows 
Entrez databases and connections between them. The colored circles represent 

number of approximate records in each database.  
 

Entrez programming Utilities (E-Utilities) is a collection of eight server-side programs 
which offer a fixed interface into the Entrez query and database system at NCBI.  
Searching and retrieval of requested information is done through the use of fixed URL 
syntax, which translates standard input set into values essential for many NCBI 
software components. That’s why it is considered to be the structured interface for 
the Entrez system. Data access is done by first placing an E-utility URL to NCBI, then 

results are retrieved after which processing of data is performed. Software can send 
URL to E-Utilities server by using any computer language (Perl, C++, and java etc) and 
understand the XML reply .    

 
 
 
 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/index.html
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Figure 4-7: Entrez databases and their connections  

 

E-utility base URL HTTP requests are forwarded to specially configure E-utility traffic 
servers. The separation of E-utility traffic from web browser traffic gives better 
results and efficiency. The E-utilities access Entrez system core search and retrieval 
engine. Therefore, it is able to retrieve only those data which is already in Entrez.  
Every Entrez database refers their data records through an integer UID (Unique 
identifier). The brief description of eight E-utilities is as follows. 
 

4.6.1 EInfo (Database Statistics) 

 

EInfo4 gives the statistics about the specified database such as number of records 
indexed, last updated date and links to other Entrez databases.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
4Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/einfo.fcgi 
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4.6.2 ESearch (Text Searches) 

 

ESearch5 is used for answering text query and returns the list of matching UIDs in a 
given database as well as term translation of the query.  
 

4.6.3 EPost (UID Uploads) 

 

EPost6 takes UIDs list from a specified database and stores it on the history server as 
well as reply with a query key and web environment for the uploaded dataset.  
 

4.6.4 ESummary (Document Summary Downloads) 

 

ESummary7 replies with a list of UIDs from a specified database with their matching 
document summaries. 
 

4.6.5 EFetch (Data Record Downloads) 

 

EFetch8 replies with a list of UIDs in a specified database with their matching data 
records in a particular format. 
 

4.6.6 ELink (Entrez Links) 

 

ELink9 replies with a list of UIDs in a specified database in two ways. Either a list of 
related UIDs in the same database or a list of linked UIDs in other Entrez database.  
 

4.6.7 EGQuery (Global Query) 

 

EGQuery10 replies to text query that provides the information about the Entrez 
database records matched by the given query.  
 

4.6.8 ESpell (Spelling Suggestions) 

 

ESpell11 recovers text query spelling guidance in a specified database. 
 
 
5Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/esearch.fcgi 
6Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/epost.fcgi 
7Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/esummary.fcgi 
8Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/efetch.fcgi 
9Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/elink.fcgi 
10Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/egquery.fcgi 
11Base URL: eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/espell.fcgi 
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Chapter 5 

5 Design and Implementation 
 

The first and foremost task is to define a framework based on the method described 
earlier12.  
   

5.1 Framework 

5.1.1 Ontology Loading 

 

The initial step is to load a given ontology file using the ontology manager class which 
is imported from external Java archive file and extract concepts using split concept 
function. The split concept function takes out concepts from ontology file and stores 
them in a string array which is returned back to the calling object. For example if we 
inputs the following ontology file to the split concept function  
     <!-- #Thing --> 
     <owl:Class rdf:about="#Thing"/> 
     <!-- #joint --> 
     <owl:Class rdf:about="#joint"> 
         <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Thing"/> 
     </owl:Class> 
     <!-- #limb_joint --> 
     <owl:Class rdf:about="#limb_joint"> 
         <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Thing"/> 
     </owl:Class> 
 

The output will be array of string as follows. 
arrString[0] = Thing 
arrString[1] = Joint 
arrString[2] = Limb_joint 

 

5.1.2 Downloading Abstract from PubMed 
 

After receiving the concept array, query string is generated in order to search the 
concept related documents in PubMed. Query string is a combination of concepts in 
cross product manner. The query string for concepts “Thing” and “Joint” will be  
http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/esearch.fcgi?db=pubmed&term=Thing AND Joint.  
 

ESearch utility of Entrez database facilitates in searching IDs that matches the search 
query criteria. As a result multiple IDs retrieved and each ID is passed to EFetch utility 
 
 
12See chapter1 [page-3], methodology section

http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/esearch.fcgi?db=pubmed&term=Thing%20AND%20Joint
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of Entrez in order to get the abstract of the related articles. The fetched documents  

are stored to a local folder. 
 

5.1.3 Hearst and Hyponymy Patterns Extraction 

 

Abstract files in the local folder are loaded in a buffer in order to search out those 

lines which contain Hearst or Hyponym patterns. The lines are cut into two pieces 
keeping patterns in between two parts and match them one by one with the ontology 
file concepts. This can be illustrated with an example as follows. 
 
Human body is composed of many joints especially the joint of hip which helps in moving the lower 

portion of body freely. 

In the first run the text on the left and right of the pattern (underline) is divided into 
two parts. Both parts are matched one by one with the concept in the ontology file. 
Matching is done by trying different word permutations of the concept such as joint 
of hip is permuted as the joint of the hip, the joint of a hip, a joint of the hip, hip joint 
and joint hip. 
 

5.1.4 Concept Matching 
    

If a concept doesn’t match, unrelated concepts are discarded and the process 

continues until all the pattern lines are matched with ontology. Furthermore, in case 

of successful matching next step is to look for the existence of Is -a relation between 

concepts and check for previous existence in ontology file. In addition, if resulting 

relation doesn’t exist already in ontology file, a domain expert is consulted for 

relation verification. Finally, the verified missing relations are stored in a string array 

and merged with the existing ontology file. Hence, the final ontology file contains all 

the missing is-a relations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1: Framework Design 
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5.2 Control Flow Graph 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Control flow graph for framework 
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5.3 Message Sequence Diagram 
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5.4 Implementation Details 
 

Main components of our systems includes PubMed documents downloading, 

Ontology loading, extracting pattern line from the downloaded documents and 

comparing them with the concepts of ontology in order to find the missing relations. 

A brief description of implementation of these components is given as under. 

 

5.4.1 Ontology Loading  
 
LOAD the ontology file using ontology manager class; 

EXTRACT the concepts of ontology file and store them in array of string; 

SAVE the existing is-a relation details in array; 

 

5.4.2 PubMed Documents Downloading 
 
MAKE query string with array of concepts in cross product manner; 

CALL to PubMed with query string for searching related documents IDs; 

PubMed will return the IDs of documents matching the query string criteria; 

STORE returned IDs in array of int; 

FOREACH returned ID again calls to PubMed; 

PubMed returns abstracts of documents in XML form; 

PARSE each XML file; 

SAVE the extracted content from XML file to the local disk in text format; 

NAME of that file will be documents ID.txt; 
 

5.4.3 Extracting Pattern Lines from Documents 
 
LOAD the downloaded documents in buffer; 

MATCH the word with Hearst pattern using java compare functions; 

IF Hearst pattern found THEN store reference for that line; 

DO it for all documents; 

IF patterns lines do not contain the concepts of ontology file, discard them; 

ELSE store the extracted pattern lines in array of string; 
 

5.4.4 Matching Pattern Lines with Concepts 
 
SPLIT the pattern line into two parts; // i.e. before and after Hearst patterns 

COMPARE the both parts with the concepts of ontology using built-in java string comparison 

function; 

IF the concept matches with the first and second part of pattern line; 

AND IF this is-a relation did not exist in ontology file 

STORE a suggestion of missing is-a relation; 

ELSE do nothing and continue matching rest of all pattern lines with concepts; 

OUTPUT the suggested missing is-a relation; 
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5.5 Functions Description                               
  

Following functions are implemented to figure out the missing IS-A relations in 
ontology. For complete description of other functions and source code refer to 
appendix A & B. 
  

5.5.1 splitConcept 
 

This function is implemented in ReadOnt class which is used for reading ontology file. 
It takes ontology as input and then return result as an array. The main purpose of this 
function is to extract the concepts from the given ontology file and store them in 
string array. 
 

5.5.2 downloadPubMed 
 

This function is implemented in ReadFromPubMed class. This class is used to make 
call to Pubmed e-utilies to get the abstract of related documents. Query string is sent 
as an input and abstract of the document is downloaded as a result.  
 

5.5.3 Match & exactMatch 
 

This function is implemented in WordMatching class. This class is used to match 
ontology concepts with the string of Hearst pattern. There are two types of matching, 
in exact matching the concept is directly compared with the document string and in 
matching, the string is permuted and tries to match possible concept.  
 

5.5.4 mapSubClass 
 

This function is implemented in SubClassMapping class. This class firstly split the lines 
with Hearst pattern into two parts and then checks whether they exist in ontology or 
not with exact/approximate matching. 
 
5.5.5 getSubClasses  
 

This function is implemented in SubClassRelation class. This class is used to get the 
relationship between the concepts. For example it checks the existing subclass 
relationship between the concepts in ontology.  
 
5.5.6 hearstPattern 
 

This function is implemented in LineExtraction class. This function checks the line 

containing Hearst or hyponymy pattern. Then match with the concepts from given 

ontology file. It output the lines which contains the Hearst or hyponymy patterns and 

also having match with given ontology file.    
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5.6 Hearst and Hyponym Patterns 
 

List of connecting words in the patterns is given as under. 

No Connecting Words 

1 Especially 
2 Including 

3 Like 

4 Usually 

5 Particularly 
6 Mostly 

7 Mainly 
8 Notably 

9 Except 

10 Such as 
11 For example 

12 That is 
13 Other than 

14 Principally 
15 In particular 

16 e(.)g(.) 
17 Another 

18 Called 

19 Apart from 

20 Even 
21 Be (are) 

22 i.e. 

23 For instance 

24 As 

25 Either 
26 As well as 

27 Become 

Table 5–1: Connecting words in the patterns 
 

5.7 System Choices and Alternatives 
 

Many different choices were available for implementation but we have chosen Java 

among different alternatives such as C++. The basic reason behind this choice is the 

availability of classes for ontology and XML manipulation. The first requirem ent is to 

load the required ontology file which can be easily done through already available 

ontology manager class. While use of C++ makes difficult to design our own module 

to load and manipulate the ontology file.  
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We used Eclipse as IDE (Integrated development environment) for Java because it’s 

easy to create and manipulate Java projects. Moreover, support for adding external 

java archive is simple. 

SAMBO13 and KitAMO14 are systems designed at Linköping University. SAMBO 

(System for Aligning and Merging Biomedical Ontologies) is a system designed to 

align and merge two ontologies in OWL format [40].  

KitAMO (Toolkit for Aligning and Merging Ontologies) is another tool developed to 

evaluate strategies and combination for ontologies alignment [41]. Use of Java 

platform will make it easier if we want to integrate our solution with above systems 

because they were also developed in Java. 

We used joint and defense_GO ontologies for finding missing IS-A relations. The 

concepts in both the ontologies are medical related and for this purpose we need an 

authentic source for downloading the documents. PubMed contains biomedical 

related documents and also facilitates searching and downloading of the required 

documents, so we used PubMed as a source of documents, to be d ownloaded. 

 

 

13 http://www.ida.liu.se/~iislab/projects/SAMBO/ 
14 http://www.ida.liu.se/~iislab/projects/KitAMO/ 
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Chapter 6 

6 Evaluation and Results  
 

Evaluation is carried out to measure the performance of a system. While evaluating 
our system, we focus on several aspects of finding missing IS-A relations which might 
influence the performance in the end. 
 

6.1 Evaluation Description 
 

We evaluate our proposed algorithm for finding missing IS-A relations with respect to 
the quality of the suggestions they generate for total unique suggestions, total 
suggestions that are already in ontology . In addition, system performance will also be 
evaluated by calculating correct and wrong suggestions. The number of abstracts on 
the quality of the suggestion is investigated as a part of the evaluation. Also, the 

comparison of the exact and approximate match is carried out.  
 

6.2 Evaluation Procedure 
 

We evaluate our system using two ontologies jointOnt.owl and defense_GO.owl. Joint 

ontology is a mouse anatomy having 10 concepts and 9 is-a relations15 where as 
defese_GO ontology come from GeneOntology has 83 concepts and 84 is-a 
relations16. Evaluation of the system gives us the total missing links in both the 
ontologies. Furthermore, system evaluation also gives a clear picture of following 
items: 
 

6.3 Results 
 

We got the following results when we use approximate matching technique in our 
system, whereas exact matching technique yields no results. 
 

6.3.1 JointOnt.owl 
 

The code has been run on JointOnt.OWL ontology. The algorithm downloads 456 
abstract documents in txt format.  
 

Start Time: 2010-09-14 20.13                                                   End Time: 2010-09-14 20.41  
Time taken: 28 min 

 

 
 

15 http://www.nagling.se/owl/JointOnt.html/ 
16 http://www.nagling.se/owl/defense_GO.html/ 

http://www.nagling.se/owl/JointOnt.html/
http://www.nagling.se/owl/defense_GO.html/
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Assumption: We check for every pair of concepts in the ontology  whether the system 

suggests as is-a relation. 
 

 Total unique suggestions: A = C1 + C2 

 Total suggestions that are already in ontology: B  

 Suggestions  

 Correct: C1 

 Wrong: C2 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Table 6-1: System evaluation 
 

6.3.1.1 Document ID = 17023593.txt 

 

Of the two proximal hindlimb joints, the hip did positive work during the stride, 

generating energy almost throughout stance, the knee did some work, but like the 
forelimb proximal joints, had little movement during the middle of stance when the 
flexion moment was the greatest, probably serving to allow the efficient transmission 
of energy from the hip musculature to the ground.  
 
6.3.1.2 Document ID = 18157864.txt 
 

Several features in erethizontids are compatible with the ability to climb: the low 
humeral tuberosities indicate a mobile gleno-humeral joint; the prominent and 

distally extended deltopectoral crest indicates a powerful pectoral muscle, which is 
particularly active when climbing; the humero-ulnar and humero-radial joints are 
indicative of pronation-supination movements; the well-developed lateral 
epicondylar ridge and the medially protruding entepicondyle are in agreement with 
an important development of the brachioradialis, supinator, flexor digitorum 
profundus, and pronator teres muscles, acting in climbing and grasping functions;  the 

mechanical advantage of the biceps brachii would be emphasized because of its distal 
attachment on the bicipital tuberosity.  
 

6.3.1.3 Document ID = 7015749.txt 
 

The first thing to take care of is restitution of joint mobility, especially at the upper 
extremity (shoulder-and elbow joint).  
 

Findings 
Ontology 

JointOnt.owl 

A 3 
B 0 

C1  2 
C2 1 
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The total number of IS-A relations extracted: 3  
 

 
 
 
 

Table 6-2: Joint ontology results 
 

6.3.2 Defense_GO.owl 
 

The code has been run on defense_GO.OWL ontology. The algorithm downloads 
11633 abstract documents in txt format.  
 

Start Time: 2010-10-25 17.12                                                   End Time: 2010-10-26 22.00  
Time taken: 28 hours 48 min 

 

Assumption: We want to find new is-a relations. Therefore, we do not include 

concept pairs for which there already is an is-a relation in the ontology. 
 

 Total unique suggestions: A = C1 + C2 

 Suggestions  

 Correct: C1 

 Wrong: C2 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Table 6-3: System evaluation 
 

6.3.2.1 Document ID = 17785791.txt 
 

The MAPK family member JNK/stress-activated MAPK (SAPK) is involved in 
extracellular stress and proinflammatory cytokine responses, including production of 
cytokines such as IL-12.  
 

6.3.2.2 Document ID = 18291670.txt 
 

Moreover, miRNAs regulate central elements of the adaptive immune response such 
as antigen presentation (e.g. miR-155) and T cell receptor signaling (miR-181a).    

 
 
 

IS-A Relation Document ID Comments Section 

limb_joint is a joint 17023593.txt True  6.3.1.1 

joint is a limb_joint 18157864.txt  False 6.3.1.2 

elbow_joint is a joint 7015749.txt True  6.3.1.3 

Findings 
Ontology 

Defense_GO.owl 

A 8 

C1  7 

C2 1 
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6.3.2.3 Document ID = 20933010.txt 
 

B cells not only play a pivotal role in humoral immunity, but also are involved in a 

broad spectrum of immune responses, including antigen presentation and T-cell 
function regulation. 
 

6.3.2.4 Document ID = 19394937.txt 
 

The up-regulated genes were principally related to immune response, such as genes 
involved in inflammatory response; acute-phase/immune response; cell adhesion and 
response to stress.  
 

6.3.2.5 Document ID = 19362169.txt 
 

Our results indicated that topical treatment with DNCB gel induced proliferation of 
lymph node cells, T cells as well as antigen presenting cells, the production of 
cytokines, especially IFN-gamma, and cutaneous inflammatory response comparable 
to that from freshly prepared DNCB in olive oil.  

 
6.3.2.6 Document ID = 20220095.txt 
 

In conclusion, cytokine production, particularly IL-6, via NK cells and NK cell-activated 
immune populations plays an important role in the establishment of local innate 

immune responses and the consequent development of adaptive immunity after 
mucosal immunization.  
 

6.3.2.7 Document ID = 20450076.txt 
 

Common, minor vaccine reactions were fever; rare, serious vaccine reactions mainly 
were anaphylaxis, which accounted for 57. 
 
6.3.2.8 Document ID = 20371603.txt 
 

Tomato is elicited by the interaction of the host Pto kinase with the pathogen 
effector protein AvrPto, which leads to various immune responses including localized 
cell death termed the hypersensitive response.  
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The total number is 8 with 2 of them are supported by more than 1 pattern instance.  

Suggested IS-A relations Document ID Comments Section 

cytokine_production is a inflammatory_response 17785791.txt True 6.3.2.1 
cytokine_production is a inflammatory_response 18692908.txt True - 

cytokine_production is a inflammatory_response 18692908.txt True - 
antigen_presentation is a adaptive_immune_response 18291670.txt True 6.3.2.2 

antigen_presentation is a humoral_immune_response 20933010.txt True 6.3.2.3 

inflammatory_response is a immune_response 19394937.txt True 6.3.2.4 
inflammatory_response is a immune_response 20937098.txt True - 

inflammatory_response is a cytokine_production 19362169.txt True 6.3.2.5 
adaptive_immune_response is a cytokine_production 20220095.txt False 6.3.2.6 

anaphylaxis is a fever 20450076.txt False 6.3.2.7 
hypersensitive_response is a immune_response 20371603.txt True 6.3.2.8 

Table 6-4: Defense_GO ontology results 
 

6.4 Discussion of Results  
 

We got 8 suggestions of missing is-a relations when we input defense_GO ontology to 

our systems. Out of these 8 suggestions there exist many duplicate suggestions for 

example “cytokine_production is a inflammatory_response” occurs 3 times and 

“inflammatory_response is a immune_response” occurs 2 times (see Table 6-4). So 

the probability of correctness of these suggestions about missing is -a relation 

increases. 

 

Another very mesmerizing pattern in the results shows the contradiction in the 

suggestions, so here we can also decide the correctness with the number of  

occurrence of these suggestions. For example in table 6-4, you can see the 

suggestions “cytokine_production is a inflammatory_response” and 

“inflammatory_response is a cytokine_production” which are contradicting with each 

other. When we check the number of occurrences we notice that 

“cytokine_production is a inflammatory_response” occurs 3 times where as 

“inflammatory_response is a cytokine_production” occurs 1 times. So we go with the 

first choice with the 3 occurrences. 
 

Some of the suggestions are correct and some are wrong as well. You can see in table  

6-4 pattern 11 “hypersensitive_response is a immune_response” suggested as missing 

relation which is correct suggestion. On the other hand in table 6 -2 pattern 2 “joint is 

a limb_joint” suggested as missing relation but it is incorrect suggestion.
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Conclusion and Future work 

 

7 Conclusion and Future work 
 

Identification of missing structural relations requires a clear understanding of 

ontologies in order to repair semantic defects. However, sometimes it is easy to find 

and resolve syntactic defects but they could also lead to the wrong conclusion. The 

algorithm presented in this thesis work is helpful in finding and repairing the missing 

structural relations (IS-A hierarchy) in ontologies. The algorithm extracts the pattern 

lines from documents and then these pattern lines are compared with concepts in 

ontology by approximate or exact matching. Finally the missing relationships are 

presented. The results are quite hopeful but need further improvement.  

 

In the future the algorithm efficiency will be increased by optimizing the download 

mechanism from PubMed. This requires an online place for document storing in 

order to reduce time used for local storage. Moreover, we are now only downloading 

abstracts but the downloading of whole document from the PubMed will provide 

more results of missing relations  with respect to concepts.  In addition, the algorithm 

should also provide the means to look for the wrong suggestions as well. Now the 

Hearst pattern are hardcoded statically in the algorithm, it should provide a way so 

that the algorithm dynamically learn the new pattern line and add them in library for 

future extraction of pattern lines. Algorithm can also be optimized by discarding the 

further download of documents if the missing relation is found in that document.  
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Appendix A 

Implemented Functions 

Class Name Line Extraction.java 
Public Functions main(); e(String); 

Private Functions HearstPatterns(); 
Private Variables  

Public Variables  

Package Name owlapi.examples 
Description This class serves as an entry point, which calls other classes and 

functions and in the end displays the missing is-a relations in ontology. 

 
Class Name ReadOnt.java 

Public Functions main(); splitConcept(); 
Private Functions  

Private Variables  

Public Variables  
Package Name owlapi.examples 

Description Used for reading ontology file. It takes an ontology file as an input and 
then returns the result as an array. 

 
Class Name WordMatching.java 

Public Functions main(); match(); exactMatch(); 

Private Variables  
Public Variables  

Package Name owlapi.examples 

Description This class is used to match ontology concepts with the string of Hearst 
patterns. There are two types of matching, in exact matching the 
concept is directly compared with the document string and in matching 
the string is permuted and tries to match possible concept. 

 

Class Name SubClassMapping.java 
Public Functions main(); inOntology(); mapSubCalss(); splitSubClass(); 
Private Functions  

Private Variables  
Public Variables  

Package Name owlapi.examples 

Description This class firstly splits the lines containing Hearst patterns in two parts 
and then checks whether they exist in the ontology or not with 
exact/approximate matching. 
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Class Name SubClassRelation.java 
Public Functions main(); getSubClasses (); subClassesShortForm (); 

Private Functions  
Private Variables  

Public Variables OWLOntology 
Package Name owlapi.examples 

Description This class is used to get the relations between the concepts. For 
example it checks the existing subclass relationships between the 
concepts in ontology. 

 

 

Class Name ReadFromPubMed.java 
Public Functions main(); downloadPubMed(); 
Private Functions  

Private Variables  
Public Variables  

Package Name owlapi.examples 
Description This class is used to call internet resources. We make a call to PubMed 

e-utilities to get the abstract of related documents. 

 

Function Name hearstPattern(); 
Function type Private 

Input parameters  Inputfile[String], Ontologies concept [String Array] 

Output parameters  Line containing matching pattern [String] 

Variables result, index, prevPos, currPos, prevWord, nextWord, currWord, isNext, 
doubleWord1, doubleWord2, isPattern, startHLine, endHLine, 
prevWhiteSpace 

Return Value Line with pattern and match entry in ontology file. 
Description This function checks the line containing Hearst or hyponymy pattern. 

Then it matches with the concepts from a given the ontology file. It 
outputs the lines which contain the Hearst or hyponymy patterns than 
also match with given ontology file. 

 

Function Name splitConcept(); 
Function type Static 

Input parameters  Ontology [OWL Object] 

Output parameters  Concepts[String Array] 

Public Variables iterator, concepts,  s, c, j 

Return Value It returns the string array of concepts extracted from ontology object. 
Description This function basically converts the concepts in ontology file to array of 

strings and returns back to the calling function. 
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Function Name match(); 
Function type Public static 
Input parameters Ontology string [String], Text string[String] 

Output parameters  True/false [Boolean] 
Public Variables  

Return Value It compares the strings and returns true or false. 
Description This function uses approximate matching to compare the concept from 

ontology with the concept from document. We applied permutation 
technique on concept from documents to compare them with concept 
from ontology and return true of false. 

 

Function Name exactMatch(); 
Function type Public static 
Input parameters  Ontology string [String], Text string[String] 

Output parameters  True/false [Boolean] 
Public Variables  

Return Value It compares the strings and returns true or false. 
Description This function uses exact matching to compare the concept from 

ontology with the concept from document. String comparison 
technique is used to compare them. It returns true or false. 

 

Function Name mapSubClass(); 
Function type Public static 
Input parameters  Text string[String] 

Output parameters Splitted parts of text [String Array] 
Variables strOnt, arrParts,  

Return Value It splits the text and returns an array. 

Description This function checks which pattern keyword is found in the given text 
and then it calls splitSubClass to cut down the text into two parts and 
then returns to calling function. 

 

Function Name splitSubClass(); 
Function type Public static 
Input parameters  Ontology string [String], Text string [String] 

Output parameters   Splitted parts of text [String Array] 

Variables Res 
Return Value It splits the text and returns an array. 

Description It splits the text on the basis of a pattern. When it found a pattern 
keyword in a line it splits it into two parts. First part is before that 
keyword and second one is after that keyword. 
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Function Name getSubClasses (); 
Function type Public static 
Input parameters  Ontology [OWL Object] 

Output parameters  Subclasses [String Array] 
Variables concepts, j 

Return Value Return subclass relationship 
Description Built-in functionality of OWL ontology manager is used to get the 

subclass relation of concepts. 

 

Function Name subClassesShortForm (); 
Function type Public static 
Input parameters  strSubClass[String] 

Output parameters  shortForm[String] 

Variables shortForm, partsOnt 
Return Value Return name of concept without any details 

Description The result the subclass relation with built-in OWL ontology manager is 
in formatted style. To make it a string for easy comparison purpose we 
convert it into short form which will then be processed. 
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Appendix B 

Source Code 

LineExtraction.java 

package owlapi.examples; 

import java.io.*; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.apibinding.OWLManager; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.IRI; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntology; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyManager; 

 

public class LineExtraction { 

 

public static void main(String args[]) 

{ 

String strResult = ""; 

String[] globalConcept = null; 

String folderPath = "D:\\zfiles\\documents_defence\\"+args[0]; 

try { 

File inputOntology = new File("d:/zfiles/defense_GO.owl"); 

OWLOntologyManager manager = OWLManager.createOWLOntologyManager(); 

IRI inputDocumentIRI = IRI.create(inputOntology); 

OWLOntology ontology = manager.loadOntologyFromOntologyDocument(inputDocumentIRI); 

 

String[] concept =  ReadOnt.splitConcept(ontology.getClassesInSignature()); 

globalConcept = new String[concept.length]; 

globalConcept = concept; 

 

/* Making query string to download PubMed documents*/ 

for (int p = 0; p < concept.length; p++) { 

for(int q = 0; q < concept.length; q++ ){ 

if(q != p){ 

concept[p] = concept[p].replaceAll("_", "+"); 

concept[q] = concept[q].replaceAll("_", "+"); 

String[] arrSearch = {concept[p], concept[q]}; 

ReadFromPubMed.main(arrSearch); 

}} 

} 

File myFolder = new File(folderPath); 

File allMyFolder[]  = myFolder.listFiles(); 
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for(int i=0; i<allMyFolder.length; i++){ 

 

/* Load the file from local disk*/ 

FileInputStream fstream = new FileInputStream(folderPath+"\\"+allMyFolder[i].getName()); 

 

/* Get the object of DataInputStream*/ 

DataInputStream in = new DataInputStream(fstream); 

BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(in)); 

String strLine; 

 

/* Read File Line By Line*/ 

while ((strLine = br.readLine()) != null)   { 

strResult = strResult.concat(HearstPatterns(strLine, concept)); 

} 

in.close(); 

} 

}catch (Exception e){ /* Catch exception if any*/ 

System.err.println("Error cought: " + e.getMessage()); 

} 

if(strResult != ""){ 

String[] arrResult = strResult.split ("\\."); 

 

for(int i = 0; i < arrResult.length; i++){ 

 

String[] arrSplit = SubClassMapping.mapSubClass(arrResult[i]); 

String[] arrFirst = SubClassMapping.inOntology(arrSplit[0], globalConcept); 

String[] arrSecond = SubClassMapping.inOntology(arrSplit[1], globalConcept); 

for(int c = 0; c < arrFirst.length ; c++){ 

for(int d = 0; d < arrSecond.length ; d++){ 

if(arrFirst[c] != arrSecond[d]) 

e(arrSecond[d]+" is a "+arrFirst[c]); /* If find relation between two concepts*/ 

}}}} 

} 

 

private static String HearstPatterns(String line, String[] arrConcept){ 

 

String result = ""; 

int index = 1; 

int prevPos = 1; 

int currPos = 0; 

String prevWord = ""; 

String nextWord = ""; 

String currWord = ""; 

boolean isNext = false; 

boolean doubleWord1 = false; 
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boolean doubleWord2 = false; 

boolean isPattern = false; 

int startHLine = 1; 

int endHLine = 0; 

 

boolean prevWhiteSpace = true; 

 

while(index < line.length()){ 

char c = line.charAt(index++); 

 

/* Check whether the character is ‘.’ Then split it into line*/ 

if(c == '.'){ 

startHLine = endHLine;          

endHLine = index; 

if(isPattern == true){ 

if(startHLine < endHLine) 

for (int p = 0; p < arrConcept.length; p++) { 

if(WordMatching.match(arrConcept[p], line.substring(startHLine,endHLine)) && 

(result.indexOf(line.substring(startHLine,endHLine)) < 0)) 

result = result.concat(line.substring(startHLine,endHLine)); 

} 

isPattern = false; 

} 

} 

boolean currWhiteSpace = Character.isWhitespace(c); 

 

if(prevWhiteSpace && !currWhiteSpace){ 

if(isNext == true) 

   nextWord = prevWord; 

 

/* Double word*/ 

if(doubleWord1 == true) 

    nextWord = prevWord; 

/* End double word*/ 

 

prevWord = currWord; 

if(prevPos>1) 

currWord = line.substring(prevPos-1,index-2); 

 

/* Double word*/ 

if(doubleWord2 == true){ 

doubleWord1 = false; 

doubleWord2 = false; 

currWord = currWord.replace(".", ""); 

nextWord = nextWord.replace(".", "");        
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isPattern = true; 

} 

if(doubleWord1 == true){ 

if(currWord.equals("as") || currWord.equals("example") || currWord.equals("is")) 

doubleWord2 = true; 

doubleWord1 = false; 

} 

/* End double word*/ 

if(isNext == true){ 

isNext = false; 

currWord = currWord.replace(".", ""); 

nextWord = nextWord.replace(".", ""); 

isPattern = true;         

} 

 

/* If any of these word matches with the current word, this state will be preserved*/ 

if(currWord.equals("especially") || currWord.equals("including") || currWord.equals("like")  

|| currWord.equals("usually") || currWord.equals("particularly") || currWord.equals("mostly") 

|| currWord.equals("mainly") || currWord.equals("notably") || currWord.equals("except") ) 

isNext = true; 

 

/* Double word*/ 

if(currWord.equals("such") || currWord.equals("for") || currWord.equals("that")) 

doubleWord1 = true; 

/*End double word*/ 

 

currPos = index; 

} 

prevPos = currPos;  

prevWhiteSpace = currWhiteSpace; 

} 

return result; 

} 

 

public static void e(String str){ 

System.out.println(str); 

}  

} 
 

IsaRelation.java 
 

package owlapi.examples; 

 

public class IsaRelation { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 
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String[] arrDoc = {"documents_defense_GO"};  /* File can be loaded from this folder*/ 

String[] arrFolder = new String[2]; 

for(int i =0; i<arrDoc.length; i++){ 

arrFolder[0] = arrDoc[i]; 

LineExtraction.main(arrFolder); 

}} 

} 
 

Wordmatching.java 
 

package owlapi.examples; 

 

public class WordMatching { 

public static void main(String args[]){ 

String strOnt = "limb_the_joint"; 

String strTxt = " joint of limb"; 

 

if(match(strOnt, strTxt)) 

     System.out.println("Matched"); 

else 

    System.out.println("Not matched"); 

} 

 

public static boolean match(String strOnt, String strTxt){ 

 

/* Replace all _ of, _ a, _ an, _ the with space*/ 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_of", ""); 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_the", ""); 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_a", ""); 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_an", ""); 

 

/* Then split the concept on the bases of underscore*/ 

String[] partsOnt = strOnt.split ("_"); 

if(strTxt != null && strOnt != null){ 

 

/* Compared with the pattern line with approximation*/  

for(int i=0;i<partsOnt.length;i++){ 

if(strTxt.toLowerCase().indexOf(partsOnt[i]) < 0) 

return false; 

} 

return true; 

} 

return false; 

} 
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public static boolean exactMatch(String strOnt, String strTxt){ 

 

/* Replace all _ of, _ a, _ an, _ the with space*/ 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_of", ""); 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_the", ""); 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_a", ""); 

strOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_an", ""); 

 

/* Then split the concept on the bases of underscore*/ 

String partsOnt = strOnt.replaceAll("_", " "); 

 

/* Here it match exactly with the string comparison function equal*/ 

if(partsOnt.equals(strTxt)) 

    return true; 

else 

  return false; 

}} 
 
 

SubClassMapping.java 

 
package owlapi.examples; 

 

public class SubClassMapping { 

 

public static void main(String args[]){ 

String[] arrParts = new String[2]; 

String strTxt = "Joint especially hiped joint"; 

strTxt = strTxt.toLowerCase(); 

arrParts = mapSubClass(strTxt); 

 

for(int i = 0 ; i < arrParts.length ; i ++ ) 

       System.out.println(arrParts[i]); 

} 

 

public static String[] mapSubClass(String strTxt){ 

 

/* It will check whether the following pattern exists in the lines  if it found any of these pattern then 

returns the position otherwise return false*/ 

 

String strOnt = null; 

String[] arrParts = new String[2]; 

 

strOnt = "such as"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 
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 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "especially"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "including"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "like"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "usually"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "particularly"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "mostly"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "mainly"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "notably"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "except"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "for example"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

 arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 

 

strOnt = "that is"; 

if(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt) > 0) 

arrParts = splitSubClass(strOnt, strTxt); 
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return arrParts; 

} 

 

public static String[] splitSubClass(String strOnt, String strTxt){ 

 

/* This function will split the line in two parts after matching */ 

String[] res = new String[2]; 

res[0] = strTxt.substring(0, strTxt.indexOf(strOnt)); 

res[1] = strTxt.substring(strTxt.indexOf(strOnt)+strOnt.length()+1, strTxt.length()); 

 

return res; 

} 

 

/* Here we are checking that whether this relation already exist in ontology file or not*/ 

public static String[] inOntology(String value, String[] arrTxt){ 

 

int j = 0; 

for(int i = 0 ; i < arrTxt.length ; i ++ ){ 

if(WordMatching.match(arrTxt[i], value)) 

    j++; 

} 

 

String[] result = new String[j]; 

int p = 0; 

for(int i = 0 ; i < arrTxt.length ; i ++ ){ 

if(WordMatching.match(arrTxt[i], value)){ 

result[p] = arrTxt[i]; 

p++; 

}} 

return result; 

}} 
 

 

SubClassRelation.java 
 

package owlapi.examples; 

import java.io.File; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.apibinding.OWLManager; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.AxiomType; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.IRI; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAxiom; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLException; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntology; 

import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyManager; 

public class SubClassRelation { 
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public OWLOntology ontology; 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

 

try { 

/* Loading JointOnt.owl file through ontology manager*/ 

File inputOntology = new File("d:/zfiles/JointOnt.owl"); 

OWLOntologyManager manager = OWLManager.createOWLOntologyManager(); 

IRI inputDocumentIRI = IRI.create(inputOntology); 

OWLOntology ontology = manager.loadOntologyFromOntologyDocument(inputDocumentIRI); 

String[] concept =  getSubClasses(ontology); 

 

for(int i = 0 ; i< concept.length ; i++) 

       System.out.println(concept[i]); 

} catch (OWLException e) { 

e.printStackTrace(); 

} 

} 

 

static String[] getSubClasses(OWLOntology ontology) { 

 

/* This function gives subclass relation between concepts*/ 

int j = 0; 

String[] concepts = new String[ontology.getAxioms(AxiomType.SUBCLASS_OF).size()]; 

for(OWLAxiom ax : ontology.getAxioms(AxiomType.SUBCLASS_OF)) { 

concepts[j++] = subClassesShortForm(ax.getAxiomWithoutAnnotations().toString()); 

} 

return concepts; 

} 

 

public static String subClassesShortForm(String strSubClass){ 

 

String shortForm = null; 

String[] partsOnt = strSubClass.split (" "); 

if(partsOnt.length == 2) 

{ 

String[] s1 = partsOnt[0].split("#"); 

String[] s2 = partsOnt[1].split("#"); 

 

if(s1.length == 2 && s2.length == 2){ 

 s2[1] = s2[1].replace(")", ""); 

 shortForm = s1[1].replaceAll(">", "")+ "~" + s2[1].replace(">", ""); 

} 

} 

return shortForm; 
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} 

} 
 

ReadFromPubMed.java 
 

package owlapi.examples; 

import java.net.*; 

import java.io.*; 

import java.io.File; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 

import org.w3c.dom.Document; 

import org.w3c.dom.Element; 

import org.w3c.dom.Node; 

import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 

import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 

 

public class ReadFromPubMed { 

 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

try 

{ 

/* Make a search query to search the term in PubMed*/ 

URL url = new 

URL("http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/esearch.fcgi?db=pubmed&term="+args[0]+"+AND+

"+args[1]+""); 

URLConnection connection = url.openConnection(); 

connection.setDoInput(true); 

InputStream inStream = connection.getInputStream(); 

BufferedReader input = 

new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(inStream)); 

 

String line = ""; 

String strXml = ""; 

 

/* It will return XML*/ 

while ((line = input.readLine()) != null) 

strXml += line; 

 

/* We can create xml file by following line of code*/ 

//createFile("QueryName.xml",strXml,"tmp");//Name, Content, Path 

//File is = new File("d:\\zfiles\\tmp\\QueryName.xml"); 
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/* But we are directly loading the XML file through buffer*/ 

DocumentBuilderFactory dbf = DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

DocumentBuilder db = dbf.newDocumentBuilder(); 

 

InputSource is = new InputSource(); 

is.setCharacterStream(new StringReader(strXml)); 

 

Document dom = db.parse(is); 

 

dom.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

 

/* Parsing through each node of XML*/ 

NodeList nodeLst = dom.getElementsByTagName("Id"); 

if(nodeLst.getLength() != 0 ){ 

for (int s = 0; s < nodeLst.getLength(); s++) { 

 

Element Elmnt = (Element) nodeLst.item(s); 

NodeList fstNm = Elmnt.getChildNodes(); 

String id = ((Node) fstNm.item(0)).getNodeValue(); 

 

/* Again calling the download function on the basis of retrieved ID's*/ 

URL urlAbstract = new 

URL("http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/efetch.fcgi?db=pubmed&id="+id+"&retmode=xml

&rettype=abstract"); 

 

URLConnection connectionAbstract = urlAbstract.openConnection(); 

connectionAbstract.setDoInput(true); 

InputStream inStreamAbstract = connectionAbstract.getInputStream(); 

BufferedReader inputAbstract = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(inStreamAbstract)); 

 

String lineAbstract = ""; 

String abstractXml = ""; 

while ((lineAbstract = inputAbstract.readLine()) != null) 

abstractXml += lineAbstract;             

 

InputSource Abstract = new InputSource(); 

Abstract.setCharacterStream(new StringReader(abstractXml)); 

 

Document domAbstract = db.parse(Abstract); 

domAbstract.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

NodeList nodeLstAbstract = domAbstract.getElementsByTagName("AbstractText"); 

 

if(nodeLstAbstract.getLength() != 0){ 
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/* Parsing the XML elements*/ 

Element ElmntAbstract = (Element) nodeLstAbstract.item(0); 

NodeList fstNmAbstract = ElmntAbstract.getChildNodes(); 

String AbstractContent = ((Node) fstNmAbstract.item(0)).getNodeValue(); 

 

/* Calling file creation function and passing the abstract contents to be written*/ 

if(downloadPubMed (id+".txt",AbstractContent,"documents")) 

System.out.println(id+".txt created successfully"); 

}}} 

} 

catch (Exception e){ 

System.out.println(e.toString()); 

}} 

 

static boolean downloadPubMed (String name, String content, String path){ 

Writer writer = null; 

try{ 

/* Create file of the abstract and saving with the ID's.txt to storage*/ 

String text = content; 

String filePath = "d:\\zfiles\\tmp\\"; 

if(path == "documents") 

filePath = "d:\\zfiles\\documents\\"; 

 

/* Saving the file to this path*/ 

File file = new File(filePath+name); 

 

writer = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 

writer.write(text); 

} catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 

e.printStackTrace(); } catch (IOException e){ 

e.printStackTrace(); 

} finally{ 

try{ 

if (writer != null){ 

writer.close(); 

} 

} catch (IOException e){ 

e.printStackTrace(); 

}} 

return true; 

}} 

 

 


